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Tuneable paramagnetic susceptibility and exciton g-factor in Mn-doped PbS colloidal nanocrystals†

L. Turyanska,*a R. J. A. Hill,a O. Makarovsky,a F. Moro,a A. N. Knott,a O. J. Larkin,a A. Patanè,*a A. Meaney,b P. C. M. Christianen,b M. W. Fayc and R. J. Curryd

We report on PbS colloidal nanocrystals that combine within one structure solubility in physiological solvents with near-infrared photoluminescence, and magnetic and optical properties tuneable by the controlled incorporation of magnetic impurities (Mn). We use high magnetic fields (B up to 30 T) to measure the magnetization of the nanocrystals in liquid and the strength of the sp–d exchange interaction between the exciton and the Mn-ions. With increasing Mn-content from 0.1% to 7%, the mass magnetic susceptibility increases at a rate of $\sim 10^{-7}$ m$^3$ kg$^{-1}$ per Mn percentage; correspondingly, the exciton g-factor decreases from 0.47 to 0.10. The controlled modification of the paramagnetism, fluorescence and exciton g-factor of the nanocrystals is relevant to the implementation of these paramagnetic semiconductor nanocrystals in quantum technologies ranging from quantum information to magnetic resonance imaging.

Research on low dimensional systems has greatly advanced our understanding of the effects of quantum confinement on fundamental physical properties.1–5 In particular, recent studies on the incorporation of magnetic impurities in individual zero-dimensional semiconductor nanostructures (quantum dots, QDs)6–9 has enabled the observation of quantum phenomena of fundamental and technological interest, including Rabi-oscillations,10 and the manipulation of the electron11,12 and exciton13,14 spin. These phenomena have potential applications in quantum information processing and are currently investigated both theoretically and experimentally.15–18

Of key importance in the exploitation of the exciton spin degree of freedom in quantum technologies is the ability to initialize, manipulate and measure the exciton states. This could be achieved, for example, in QDs that have a zero exciton g-factor, so that spin-up/spin-down states can be equally populated and controlled by left- and right-circularly polarized light ($\sigma^+$ and $\sigma^-$). To date, methods for tailoring the excitonic properties have made use of quantum confinement,19,20 externally applied electric fields19 and doping of the QDs with magnetic impurities.17–22 Although these phenomena have been investigated theoretically13,14,23,24 and demonstrated experimentally,15,16,17,25 the effects of an increasing incorporation of magnetic impurities on the exciton g-factor are still largely unknown. This is partially due to difficulties in controlling and assessing the incorporation of a small concentration of magnetic impurities in the QDs. Also, previous work has focused mainly on epitaxially grown self-assembled QDs.16,20,23 Colloidal magnetically doped semiconductor nanocrystals, on the other hand, offer a number of advantages over the latter, including a relatively inexpensive synthesis that is up-scalable, a greater flexibility in tailoring electronic properties by surface chemistry and the use of functional matrices, and solubility in physiological solvents advantageous for bio-medical applications.26

Here we focus on Mn-doped colloidal PbS QDs. The PbS QDs belong to a class of narrow energy gap IV–VI compounds with band structure and electronic properties that distinguish them from II–VI (CdSe, CdTe, etc.) and III–V (InAs, InP, etc.) nanostructures. The large Bohr radius of the exciton ($r = 20$ nm) and the small QD diameter ($d < 10$ nm) make possible a regime of strong confinement of carriers, thus resulting in a quantization energy considerably larger than the energy gap of bulk PbS ($E_g = 0.42$ eV at $T = 290$ K).27 More importantly, unlike wide band gap II–VI nanocrystals where the Mn-impurity creates an alternative recombination path for carriers,28 in narrow gap IV–VI nanocrystals the photoluminescence (PL) emission from the Mn-dopants is either not observed or else is much weaker than the QD PL emission that occurs at much lower energies.29 Also, recent theoretical studies30 have shown that the incorporation
of magnetic ions in IV–VI QDs can strongly modify the QD inter-band absorption spectra and electron g-factor. Thus this class of nanocrystals and the ability to control their doping and interaction with light and externally applied magnetic fields offer unique opportunities and potential for applications.

In this work, we report on PbS colloidal nanocrystals in water with magnetic and optical properties tailored by the controlled incorporation of Mn-impurities. We use high magnetic fields, $B$, up to 30 T and a combination of structural, magnetic and photoluminescence studies to investigate the effects of Mn-impurities on the electronic and magnetic properties of the nanocrystals. We use high magnetic field gradients to measure directly the QD mass magnetic susceptibility, $\chi_m$, and show that an increasing Mn-content induces a systematic increase of $\chi_m$ and a monotonic decrease of the degree of circular polarization (DCP) of the QD PL emission. The measured change in the DCP corresponds to a decrease of the effective exciton g-factor from 0.47 to 0.10 for a Mn content increasing from 0.1% (~2 Mn ions per QD) to 7% (~150 Mn ions per QD). We attribute the Mn-induced decrease of the g-factor to the sp–d exchange interaction between the exciton and the local magnetic moments of the magnetic ions. We estimate that a critical Mn-doping level of ~10% is required to reverse the g-factor in PbS QDs with diameter $d \sim 5$ nm. The monotonic decrease of the g-factor with increasing Mn-content has been predicted theoretically for lead chalcogenide QDs, but never observed experimentally and provides insights into the electronic properties of magnetic colloidal IV–VI nanocrystals relevant for implementations of these QDs in spintronics and quantum technologies. Also, since these paramagnetic fluorescent QDs could find applications as contrast labels in magnetic resonance imaging and multimodal medical imaging.

Results and discussion

For our studies we use colloidal thiol-capped PbS QDs synthesized in aqueous solution with Mn = 0.1%, 1%, 3.5% and 7%. Details of the synthesis are reported elsewhere. Solutions containing the QDs were stored under nitrogen atmosphere at $T = 5 \, ^\circ \text{C}$ and were drop-casted on a glass substrate for the optical studies. The Mn-doped PbS quantum dots used in this study have an average diameter $d = 4.5 \pm 1.4$ nm, as derived from atomic force microscopy (AFM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies, which is independent of the Mn-content (Fig. 1). Selected area electron diffraction pattern indicates that the nanocrystals retain the rock-salt crystal structure of bulk PbS. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) experiments were performed on ensembles of nanocrystals to estimate the Mn-content. The EDX spectra (Fig. 1b) reveal the characteristic EDX peak associated with Mn at an energy of 5.9 keV. The Mn-concentration, $Mn_{\text{EDX}}$, estimated from the analysis of the EDX data (inset in Fig. 1b) is smaller than the nominal Mn-content, i.e. only a fraction of Mn used in the precursor solution is incorporated in the nanocrystals. For example, $Mn_{\text{EDX}} = 4\%$ for a nominal Mn-content 10%, which corresponds to an average number of Mn-ions per QD, $n_{\text{ Mn}} = 110$. As can be seen in Fig. 1b, the deviation of $Mn_{\text{EDX}}$ from the nominal Mn-content increases at high Mn. Correspondingly, the QD PL emission blue-shifts from 1.17 eV to 1.43 eV for Mn increasing from 0.1% to 7% (Fig. 2). This is accompanied by an approximately linear shift of the longitudinal optical (LO) phonon Raman peak (see ESI, S1†). The weak Mn-related PL band is centred at $\approx 1.9$ eV at room temperature, at a higher energy than the much stronger QD PL emission. Since the average diameter and size distribution of the nanocrystals are not changed by Mn, we attribute the energy shift of the QD PL emission and of the LO Raman peak to the inclusion of Mn within the nanocrystals. According to Vegard’s law, the band gap energy of a (PbMn)S alloy should increase with increasing Mn and we find that the Mn-concentration, $Mn_{\text{PL}}$, derived from the measured and
calculated energy of the QD PL emission is consistent with that derived from the EDX studies (MnEDX).\textsuperscript{79}

The incorporation of Mn-atoms in PbS nanocrystals imparts the nanoparticles with paramagnetic properties, which we probe using electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) (inset in Fig. 2) and magnetic susceptibility measurements in strong gradient magnetic field, $B_{\text{max}} \sim 16$ T (Fig. 3). The room temperature ($T = 300$ K) EPR spectra reveal six lines superimposed onto a broad signal (inset of Fig. 2 showing the EPR spectra for Mn = 0.1% and 0.5%). The six line pattern is typical for magnetic resonance transitions between states that are split by the hyperfine interaction between the d-shell electrons and the nuclear spins of individual, isolated Mn\textsuperscript{2+} ions in the QDs.

The interaction of the optically excited carriers with the magnetic ions was probed by studies of the degree of circular polarization of the QD PL emission in magnetic field. Fig. 4 shows the circularly polarized PL spectra of the Mn-doped PbS QDs at $B = 30$ T and $T = 8$ K. The PL spectra indicate a systematic decrease in the DCP of the QD PL emission with increasing Mn-content. We estimate the DCP using the expression $\text{DCP} = \frac{(I_{+} - I_{-})}{(I_{+} + I_{-})}$, where $I_{+}$ and $I_{-}$ represent the peak intensities of the right and left circularly polarized QD PL emission, respectively. For samples with Mn < 1%, the DCP increases with increasing magnetic field and tends to saturate at $B > 15$ T (Fig. 5a). This dependence is similar to that reported previously for our undoped PbS QDs.\textsuperscript{32} However, for samples with higher Mn-content, the DCP is significantly smaller and tends to saturate at much higher magnetic fields ($B \sim 30$ T). At $B = 30$ T, the DCP decreases from 45% to 18% for a Mn-content increasing from Mn = 0.1% to 7% (Fig. 5b). We note that the DCP is independent of the excitation power within the studied range ($P = 10–100$ W m$^{-2}$) and we do not observe any effect of optical heating on the DCP, as reported previously for Mn-doped II–VI QDs.\textsuperscript{24,33} Also, DCP values are independent of excitation wavelengths in the range 700–950 nm.
Fig. 4 Polarised ($\sigma^+$ and $\sigma^-$) PL spectra for PbS:Mn QDs with different Mn-content at $B = 30$ T and $T = 7$ K. For clarity, the PL spectra are normalised to the peak intensity of the $\sigma^+$ PL spectrum.

To explain the systematic decrease of the DCP with increasing Mn-content, we analyze the DCP data using a simple semiclassical model. The Zeeman interaction of the electron and hole spin with the magnetic field splits the degenerate bright exciton states with total angular momentum $j = 1$. The corresponding Zeeman energy splitting is expressed as $\Delta E_0 = g_X \mu_B B \cos \theta$, where $g_X$ is the exciton g-factor, $\mu_B$ is the Bohr magneton constant and $\theta$ represents the angle between $B$ and the preferential axis of polarization of the nanocrystal. Since the QDs are randomly oriented with respect to the $B$-field, the value of $\theta$ is averaged out and the following expression is used to model the DCP:

$$\text{DCP} = \frac{1}{\int_0^\infty \frac{2 \cos \theta \tanh(\Delta E/2k_B T) \sin \theta d\theta}{(1 + \cos^2 \theta) \sin \theta d\theta \tau/\tau} - 1; \quad \tau/\tau$$

here $\tau_\alpha$ and $\tau$ represent the spin relaxation and recombination time of the exciton, respectively. The DCP versus $B$ curves are fitted to eqn (1), see Fig. 5a. The least square fits are obtained with the values of the exciton g-factor, $g_X$, and with the ratio $\tau/\tau$ shown in Fig. 6a and b (black-circle data points) for different Mn-concentrations. It can be seen that increasing Mn from 0.1% to 7% results in a decrease of $g_X$ from 0.47 to 0.10 and a corresponding increase of $\tau/\tau$ from 0.5 to 6.5. The values of $g_X$ derived from the analysis of the DCP using eqn (1) are in good agreement with those determined from the measured Zeeman energy splitting of the QD PL emission (see inset of Fig. 5b and blue square data points in Fig. 6a). Also, the values of $\tau/\tau$ obtained from the fit of the DCP using the measured Zeeman splitting at various Mn are in good agreement with those derived using $g_X$ as a fitting parameter.

To account for the contribution to $g_X$ of the sp–d exchange interaction between the exciton and the local magnetic moments of the magnetic ions, we use an empirical model in which we express $g_X$ as the sum of two terms $g_X = g + xg_{sp-d}$, where $x$ is the Mn-content, $g$ is the exciton g-factor for $x = 0$ and $g_{sp-d}$ is a constant term that accounts for the contribution of the sp–d exchange interaction. From the fit of the experimental values of $g_X$ to this expression (see Fig. 6a), we find that $g = 0.39 \pm 0.04$ and $g_{sp-d} = -3.91 \pm 0.92$. Thus with increasing Mn-content, the sp–d exchange interaction tends to dominate the intrinsic Zeeman splitting. Our data suggest that a crossover between the $\sigma^+$ and $\sigma^-$ PL emissions of the QDs and a sign reversal of $g_X$ should occur for a Mn-content of ~10%.

A monotonic decrease of $g_X$ with increasing Mn was predicted theoretically for diluted magnetic II–VI (ref. 15) and IV–VI QDs. In particular, it was shown that the unique energy band structure of IV–VI QDs plays an essential role in the way
magnetic ions influence optical transitions with the exchange coupling affecting both the conduction and valence band states. This effect depends on the composition of the crystal (e.g. PbSe, PbTe and PbS), Mn-doping and QD morphology.\(^2\) Different values of \(g_s\) could be observed in seemingly similar nanocrystals.\(^4\) A magnetic field dependence of \(g_s\) has also been predicted theoretically.\(^5,2\) From our results we are unable to extract the effect of \(B\) on \(g_s\) since even at \(B = 30\) T the Zeeman splitting is very small (<1 meV) and cannot be derived accurately from the broad QD PL emission.

Regarding the effects of the Mn-impurities on the ratio \(\tau_{ss}/\tau\), our independent PL decay studies indicate that the presence of Mn-impurities in the PbS QDs tends to shorten the exciton lifetime \(\tau\). The PL lifetime decreases by a factor of \(\sim 3\) with increasing Mn content from 0% to 5% at all temperatures in the measured range \(T = 4\) K to 250 K (see Fig. S3 in the ESI†). This decrease is likely to be associated with the presence of Mn-induced carrier traps and could partially account for the systematic increase of the ratio \(\tau_{ss}/\tau\) with increasing Mn shown in Fig. 5b. A further contribution to the dependence of \(\tau_{ss}/\tau\) on Mn-content may arise from the Mn-induced decrease of the spin-relaxation time previously reported for Mn-doped ZnO QDs.\(^10\)

**Conclusions**

In summary, we have reported a systematic change of the magnetic and magneto-optical properties of PbS QDs doped with an increasing concentration of Mn-impurities. The large magnetic moments of the impurities impart the QDs with paramagnetic properties and induce a large increase of the magnetic susceptibility. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of the direct measurement of the effect of magnetic doping on the magnetic susceptibility of colloidal nanocrystals in liquid. In addition, we found that the sp–d exchange interaction between the exciton and the local magnetic ions modifies the exciton \(g\)-factor. Our data on the degree of circular polarization of the QD PL emission indicate a systematic decrease of the exciton \(g\)-factor with increasing Mn-content. These results will stimulate further research on the modeling of diluted magnetic IV–VI QDs and their implementation in technologies that exploit the magnetic and exciton properties of these nanocrystals.

**Experimental section**

**Morphological and optical studies**

The optical excitation was provided by the 532 nm line of a solid state laser and an excitation power in the range \(P = 10\)–100 W m\(^{-2}\). The luminescence was dispersed by a 150 g mm\(^{-1}\) grating and detected by either a nitrogen-cooled (InGa)As array photodiode or a charge-coupled device (CCD). For Raman measurements samples were drop-casted on glass or quartz slides. Raman spectra were acquired at \(T = 300\) K using laser excitation at \(\lambda = 633\) nm and power density \(P = 100\) W cm\(^{-2}\). For the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) study, the nanocrystals were deposited on a graphene-coated grid, and TEM images were recorded on the JEOL1200EX microscope operating at 120 kV.

**Studies in magnetic fields**

Room temperature X-band (9.7 GHz) EPR spectra of freeze-dried PbS:Mn samples were recorded on a commercial Bruker E580 spectrometer (Bruker BioSpin GmbH, Rheinstetten, Germany) coupled to a dielectric ring resonator (MD5). The modulation magnetic field amplitude and frequency were 0.1 mT and 100 kHz, respectively.

The magnetic susceptibility was measured in liquid using a custom-built magnetic susceptibility balance with inhomogeneous magnetic field provided by a superconducting magnet (\(B \sim 16\) T). In our experiment a cylindrical plastic sample container with volume of 1 ml was suspended inside the magnet bore by a glass fiber. The fiber was hung from an electronic balance in order to measure the vertical force on the sample, which is the sum of its weight and the magnetic force acting on it. The magnet bore was filled with dry N\(_2\) gas at atmospheric pressure to displace the oxygen in the air, which, being paramagnetic, gives rise to undesirable thermomagnetic convection within the bore and can contaminate the liquid sample. The sample container was filled with de-gassed pure water and suspended in the upper section of the bore.

For the PL studies in magnetic fields up to 30 T, the samples were mounted on an optical probe and cooled inside a liquid helium bath cryostat in a 33 T Bitter-type electromagnet. Two circular polarizations, \(\sigma^+\) and \(\sigma^-\), of the QD PL emission were
measured in Faraday configuration using a circular polarizer (λ/4 and linear polarizer) over two successive sweeps of magnetic field with opposite directions.
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